Using a combination of low resolution dispersed A ->X fluorescence spectra and high resolution stimulated emission pumping, we have spectroscopically identified the f!!st ~ages of vibrational energy flow in the highly vibrationally excited acetylene prepared by A-.X emission over the energy range 5 000-18 000 em-I. A detailed study of the stimulated emission pumping (SEP) spectrum of acetylene in the E VIB =7000 cm~l region, in which we report spectroscopic constants and rovibrational term values for 12 vibrational levels, has conclusively shown that Darling-Dennison resonance between the cis and trans degenerate bending vibrations is the first step in the redistribution of vibrational energy from the initially excited Franck-Condon bright CC stretch and trans-bend vibrational combination levels. This allows an extension of our prior dispersed fluorescence (DF) assignments which suggested the crucial role of Darling-Dennison coupling between the cis and trans bends in IVR [J. Chern. Phys. 95, 6336 (1991)]. We prove that the symmetric CH stretch vibration, previously thought to play a crucial role in the redistribution of vibrational energy, is Franck-Condon inactive. We have also shown that vibrational-i-resonance among the states with excitation of both degenerate bending modes, when combined with a Fermi resonance which couples CC stretchltranslcis-bend excited states to the antisymmetric CH stretch, determines the subsequent flow of vibrational energy after the Darling-Dennison bending resonance. These resonances all scale with vibrational excitation in nearly the simple manner expected for the lowest order anharmonic terms in the Hamiltonian, which allows the prediction of the fastest processes at high energy from a detailed study of the high resolution spectrum at lower energy. We find some interesting rules for vibrational energy flow in the short time dynamics: (i) CC stretch excitation is necessary for stretch-bend coupling; (ii) if V~ and V; are the quantum numbers of the initially excited bright state, and vb = v; + Vs is the total bending quantum number of a state coupled to that bright state, then V; ;;;. vb ;;;. (V; -2 V2); (iii) the total stretch quantum number n;' = (vI + v2 + vn is also conserved by the short time dynamics. These are severe ancf well characterized restrictions on the range of quantum numbers accessible to the initial bright state during the first stages of intramolecular vibrational redistribution of energy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Intramolecular vibrational redistribution of energy (IVR) is the free flow of energy among the vibrational degrees of freedom in a single, isolated molecule. A crucial assumption underlying the widely applicable statistical unimolecular reaction rate theories is that IVR is both complete and rapid on the time scale of a chemical reaction. 1-3 The assumption of rapid IVR suggests that the dynamics of a molecule containing a chemically significant amount of energy is qualitatively different 4 from the normal mode limit familiar from textbooks on molecular spectroscopy.5 Anharmonic 1 , 6 and Coriolis 7 resonances have long been believed to cause IVR in highly vibrationally excited mol-.) AT&T Bell Labs Doctoral Scholar. b) Present address: Department of Chemistry, University of Chicago, 5735 S. Ellis Avenue, Chicago, IL 60637. c) NSF Predoctoral Fellow. ecules, so that the spectroscopic study of resonances is central to a qualit~tive picture and quantitative understanding of vibrational energy flow in the same way that the study of infrared and Raman spectra can determine molecular structure. Efforts to unravel the various factors necessary for an understanding of IVR at low vibrational energy,8 in overtone spectra,6,9-11 and electronic absorption spectra 12 are being made by a number of groups. The work presented here is part of an effort to understand the fastest IVR steps as a function of vibrational energy in acetylene. The anharmonic resonances discussed here for acetylene. seem to obey the simple scaling with vibrational quantum numbers predicted by the lowest order anharmonic coupling terms in the Hamiltonian. This means that detailed studies at modest energies can yield tremendous insights into the short-time dynamics at high energy by simple scaling, and that a breakdown of simple scaling indicates new aspects of the dynamics.
In infrared and Raman spectra, the effects of resonances on the spectrum are usually subtle shifts (perturbations) of the vibrational energies and rotational constants (a measure of the vibrationally averaged structure) which can only be detected by a careful deperturbation. Occasionally, due to an "accidental" degeneracy, the perturbing states will appear in the spectrum as extra, unexpected bands. A classic example, first explained by Fermi 13 and treated comprehensively by Dennison 14 is the appearance of two Raman bands near the one Raman active fundamental vI of CO 2 • The off-diagonal matrix elements due to anharmonic resonance, in which the vibrational quantum numbers vi change by ni units, scale roughly as IIv~n/2) and thus increase dramatically and predictably with increasing vibrational excitation. The number of levels in each polyad, or group of levels capable of interacting via a given resonance, also increases rapidly with vibrational excitation, since a given change in quantum numbers can be sequentially repeated. 6 , 8, vibrational resonances are far more prevalent than suggested by the well known "accidental resonances" and nonresonant anharmonic couplings, which are detectable only by deperturbation of very precise data on the low energy vibrational levels observed in infrared and Raman spectra can have profound and predictable effects on the vibrational structure and dynamics at higher energy.I2
Resonances break down both the physical significance of vibrational and rotational projection quantum numbers as a description of the wave functions and the practical utility of quantum numbers as labels which are simply related to the energy and spectroscopic selection rules. If resonances are strong, so that correlation of the states in the zero-order model to the actual molecular wavefunctions is ambiguous, it may still be possible to assign and deperturb groups of states interacting by well understood resonances. Although the spectroscopic constants obtained from such a deperturbation contain a great deal of information about the potential surface, the primary goal of this paper is to establish the energy flow pathway.
Anharmonic resonances identified by detailed spectroscopic deperturbations of high resolution infrared and Raman spectra play an important role, but because the detection of a resonance requires deviations from simple energy level formulas (derived from Van Vleck perturbation theory) which exceed the spectroscopic resolution, resonances across large energy gaps may not be detected in infrared and Raman spectra. For example, the Darling-Dennison resonance between the two acetylene bending vibrations discussed here has not led to detectable perturbations of the energy level pattern in the low lying levels. The effects of the off-diagonal matrix elements amount to shifts of about 2 cm -1 for the highest bending levels in the ir spectra, but because the shifts increase only gradually with the number of vibrational quanta, the levels can be quantitatively fit without off-diagonal matrix elements. The shifts due to the off-diagonal matrix elements are simply ab-.sorbed into the effective diagonal spectroscopic constants (e.g., Xi/S). The leverage gained by increasing the number of vibrational quanta may cause a resonance, which led to only smooth changes along a vibrational progression at low vibrational excitation, to reveal itself as a mutual repulsion and mixing of the resonating states with increasing vibrational quantum numbe.rs, as the Darling-Dennison bend resonance-does here. Since dynamics is simple for short time intervals, which correspond to large energy intervals, it should be possible to understand sufficiently low resolution spectra, provided that these spectra are free of inhomogeneous broadening (i.e., the spectra originate from a single eigenstate).~ I:Il-a study of the low resolution (30 cm-I ) acetylene A-.X dispersed fluorescence (DF) spectrum which originated from single rovibronic levels of the A state, we showed that identical features, and at higher energy, identical groups of features, appeared in DF s,Eectra recorded from two different vibrational levels of the A state as shown in Fig. 7 of our prior paperY By identical features, we mean unresolved groups of lines w.i!h the same intensity envelope that appear at the same X-state vibrational energy: i.e., the features obey the Ritz combination principle. A comparison between the DF spectra and higher (0.5 cm -1) resolution stimulated emission pumping (SEP) spectra revealed that the low resolution features are not transitions to single eigenstates, but are composed of transitions to several vibrational levels.
If the eigenstates observed in SEP were independent zero-order bright states, there would be no reason to expect independently bright vibrational states to have exactly the same rela..!:.ive intensities in spectra originating from two different A-state vibrational levels. The DF spectra would not even be expected to have intensity maxima in the same place. However, the ground state dynamics for a zeroorder Franck-Conqgn bright state must be the same, regardless of which A-state vibrational level it is prepared from, thus guaranteeing the same relative intensity patterns under an isolated feature. Since the same low resolution features are observed in two different DF spectra, the low resolution features are the zero-order bright states (in the case of identical groups of features, each group represents a zero-order bright state). The eigenstates observed under a feature in the SEP spectra all steal their intensity by mixing with the single zero-order Franck-Condon bright basis state which gives the feature its intensity. The appearance of identical groups of DF features suggests that all of the features within a group gain their intensity from a single bright state.
In Ref.
15, we showed that most of the DF features could be assigned CC stretch and trans-bend quantum numbers. The vibrational energies of the features could be represented by extrapolation from a slightly refined anharmonic expansion which represents the energies of the single vibrational levels observed in infrared and Raman spectroscopy. Furthermore, the relative intensities of the features were in accord with the Franck-Condon principle. However, there was some ambiguity about th~ assignment of the DF progressions which contained the states tenta~ tive1y assigned to the eH stretch by Abramson et al., 18 and it was suggested that cis-bend levels, appearing through a previously undetected anharmonic resonance, might better explain some features of the DF and SEP spectra.
In this paper, we provide the details of a high resolution study which has identified a series of strong anharmonic resonances responsible for tqe systematic redistribution, on a timescale of a few hundred femtosec~nd~ of the vibrational energy deposited in acetylene by A .. bright state among levels with the same symmetry and remaining quantum numbers. 22 "Extra" I" =2 levels (Le., without I" =0 partners in the spectrum) can appear through the combined effect of vibrational-I-resonance and Darling-Dennison bend resonance. We report here definitive confirmation of the Darling-Dennison bend resonance hypothesis by detection and fitting of these extra I" =2 levels in the SEP spectrum.
III. NOTATION, PHASE CONVENTION, AND MATRIX ELEMENTS
The vibrational levels of the linear ground electronic state of acetylene are labeled (V"V2,V3'V~ ,v~)l where v~ is the s¥mmetric CH stretch (ui symmetry), v~ is the CC stretch (ui)' v~ is the antisymmetric CH stretch (ut) , v:{ is the trans-bend (1Tg) with vibrational angular momentum I:{, v; is the cis-bend (1T u) with vibrational angular momentum I; , and I" = 14 + I; is the total vibrational angular momentum. For levels with I:{ = -1;*0, an additional SUbscript ( ) ~ denotes the parity of the J" = ° level. (Levels with I:{ =-1;*0 always come in pairs 01 opposite parity.) Vibrational levels of the trans-bent A state will be labeled (vi , v~ , V3 , V4 , v; , Vt; ) projection of the angular momentum onto the a-inertial axis (axis of least moment of inertia, roughly along the CC bond) and Kc is (formally) the projection of the angular momentum onto the c-inertial axis (axis of greatest moment of inertia which is perpendicular to the molecular plane and through the center of mass). Note that due to t;!).e change in symmetry,lhe trans bend is labeled v:{ in the X state and vi in the A state, v~ correlates to v;, the degenerate vibration v; correlates to both v4 and v6 (which become degenerate at the linear geometry), and I" correlates to K' =Ka. Following the accepted spectroscopic convention,23 rovibronic levels with total parity (-1/ or -( _1)J will.
be denoted e or f, respectively. The electric dipole selection Jule +++-implies e++f for Q (AJ=O) transitions and e++e, f ++ f for R or P (tlJ = ± 1) transitions. According to spectroscopic convention, SEP transitions will be labeled P or R according 1.0 whether J" (the total angular momentum of the lower X level) is greater or less than J' (the total angular momentum of the upper A level).
An extended molecular symmetry group24-27 is used to classify the symmetry of separate rotational and vibrational states of the linear molecule in the same manner as for a symmetric top. Of course, the only states of the fictitious symmetric top which occur for a linear molecule are those where the projection of the total angular momentum along the linear axis equals the total vibrational angular momentum. Symmetric top rotational basis states will be denoted I J,k) where J is the total angular momentum and k is the (signed) projection of J with absolute value K' or I". The transformation of a symmetric top wave function under u v , the reflection in the molecule fixed plane which determines the parity (+/ -label), is taken as
(1) Strey and Mills. 30 Actually, the Dunham expansion provides a poor representation of the observed vibration-rotation energies of acetylene due to a number of resonances which cannot be adequately treated by perturbation theory (i.e., the traditional contact transformation approach). This difficulty is analogous to the resonance denominators which Poincare showed prevent the convergence of classical perturbation theory everywhere in phase space.
3 ! Only the simplest terms in the potential energy, which give rise to the resonances observed here, will be reviewed.
In symmetry coordinates, there are two types of quartic coupling between the doubly degenerate trans and cis bending vibrations. (Direct cubic coupling between the 11" symmetry bending modes is not allowed by symmetry.) The physical interpretation of this is that when acetylene is bent during the course of one bending vibration, the po- (6) below] can be estimated from known spectroscopic constants. 22
In the signed-I-basis, the off-diagonal matrix elements for DD resonance are (6) = (1116) (r4S+2g4S)
(7)
In the signed-I-basis, the matrix elements for vibrational-iresonance and doubling are V3, v4 , v s ± Vl>V2, V3, v4 , vs ' W c ave a definite parity. Let It is important to note that the factor of v2 arising from the transformation from the signed-I-basis to the parity basis has been neglected in Refs. 16, 34, 35, 37, 38 40 No factor ofv2 arises for the isolated 2X2 resonance between (0,0,1,1 ±1,1 =FI)~ and (0,1,0,2±2,2=F2)~, which are separated by .1.=18.14 cm -I and have nearly identical Eo values (1.1772 and 1.1781 cm-I, respectively).43 The off-diagonal matri~ element (in the parity basis) is V OD = -(K 234S /2), so that assuming exact resonan,ce (a = 21 V OD I) yields 1 K 234S 1 = 18.14 cm -1, in "good agreement with 1 K 234S 1 = 18.28 cm -I. An internally consistent treatment is vitally important here because the transformation from the signed-I-basis to the parity-basis does not produce factors of v2 for Fermi resonance between two III =1=0 levels or between two 14 = -/5=1=0 levels. 
V. EXPERIMENT
Stimulated emission pumping (SEP) is a folded variant of optical-optical double resonance. The first laser, named the PUMP, populates a single rovibronic level of an excited electronic state. If a second laser, the DUMP, is tuned through resonance with a transition originating from the level populated by the PUMP and terminating on a vibrational level of the ground electronic state with a smaller (thermal) population, the DUMP stimulates emission to that vibrational level, thereby depopulating the excited electronic state. We detect this depopulation as a decrease in the total intensity of undispersed side fluorescence.
Our fluorescence dip detected SEP experiment is described in detail elsewhere,46 and will only be outlined here. Briefly, a single 100 Hz repetition rate excimer laser (LAMBDA PHYSIK LPX 210 icc) pumps two tunable dye lasers. The PUMP dye laser (LAMBDA PHYSIK 2oo2EC with extracavity etalon removed) is frequency doubled in BBO. The doubled light is split by a 222 nm 50% beamsplitter, so that about 50 pJ enters identical signal and reference cells containing 200 mTorr acetylene. The doubled PUMP laser (0.10 cm-I resoluti<Ln) ~ locked onto a single rotational line of the acet~en~A.-X transition. Matched photomultipliers detect A -+X side fluorescence in both the signal and reference cells. The outputs of the photomultipliers are fed to a fast differential amplifier, which is nulled in the absence of downward transitions. The DUMP dye laser (LAMBDA PHYSIK 3OO2E) is frequency doubled in BBO. About 20 ns after the PUMP pulse has passed the photomultipliers, between 10 and 50 pJ of doubled . light counterpropagates along the PUMP beam path in the signal cell. The BBO phase matching angle is continuously optimized by an autotracker as the DUMP laser is scanned. The output of the differential amplifier is detected by a boxcar gated after the DUMP pulse. The signal, a depletion of the side fluorescence in the signal cell as the doubled DUMP laser is scanned across a downward transition, is recorded simultaneously with the molecular iodine absorption spectrum of the DUMP fundamental by a PC. Absolute term values of energy levels are calculated by subtracting the wave number of the SEP transition ( obtained by interpolation betw,$en iodine lines)47 from the known term value of the A-state SEP intermediate. 48 Term value coincidences, discussed in the next sect,ion, indicate absolute experimental errors. of 0-=0.020 cm -I. The error for levels observed by weak transitions may be slightly greater.
VI. ROTATIONAL ANALYSIS
The rigorous electric dipole aJ =0, ± 1 (J =O~J = 0) and +~-selection rules limit the possible DUMP transitions from a given SEP intermediate level so that comparisons between a few SEP spectra with different SEP intermediate levels can uniquely determine the rotational quantum numbers. Since the .levels discussed in this paper (but not all levels observed in this energy region) all appear through nominally allowed transitions, two propen- RR, and RP terminate on e parity levels and double reso-nance transitions of the type QR, QP, and RQ terminate on I parity levels. Rotational assignments at low J were secured by comparing the energy levels observed in R (0) , Q(1), and Q(2) PUMPed SEP spectra. J"=2,1"=2e and J" =2, I" =0 levels are the only allowed transitions that occur in both R (O) and Q(2) PUMPed SEP spectra, so that a level detected in both spectr~ must belong to one of these two possibilities. Since the A-state rotl!!ional level reached by Q(2) lies energetically above the A-state rotational level reached by R (0), the term value coincidence also proves that the double resonance transitions are downward (stimulated emission by the DUMP) rather than upward (absorption of the DUMP). All J" =2, I" =2e levels have been identified by their experimentally exact degeneracy with the J" =2, I" =2 I component which appears in Q( 1) PUMPed SEP spectra. 49 If the vibrational levels are widely spaced, the remaining noncoincident level in each of these three SEP spectra [Q(l), Q(2) and R(O) PUMPed] can then be unambiguAlthough q4 and qs are quite small, approximately 5 X 10-3 cm -1, the explicit and roughly linear dependence of the off-diagonal matrix element in Eq. (13) on V t (for vt'~/t) makes the effects of rotational-I-resonance quite substantial for the high v4 levels studied here. The magnitUde of the rotational-I-resonance is particularly useful for making vibrational assignments, because it is a direct measure of bending excitation. For rotational-I-resonance between an I" =0,2 pair, the off-diagonal matrix elements between ~+ I" =0 levels and the e parity components of I" =2 levels, have the form
in the parity basis. If either 14 or 15 is zero for both the I" =0 and the I" ~2 state, then
where the SUbscript t refers to the bending normal mode for which the vibrational angular momentum increases by two units. Equation (15) is obtained by transforming Eq. (13) from the signed-I-basis to the parity basis. Note that all 1=2 I components are unperturbed by ~+ 1=0 levels and are thus particularly useful in estimating the rotational constant, Bu' sO We have fit the observed 1=0 and 2 rotational energy levels to effective Hamiltonians with offdiagonal matrix elements of the form given by Eq. (14). To prevent rotational-I-resonance between the observed 1=2 levels and unobserved 1=4 levels from distorting the least squares fits, least squares weights (w= 1/;) for J>4 levels are calculated from errors due to both experimental error and model error if v4>4. The model error is calculated from second order perturbation theory as V2/ !l.E ously rotationally assigned: the remaining level in the R (0) spectrum is J" =0, I" =0; the remaining level in the Q(1) spectrum is J" = 1, I" =0; and the remaining level in the Q(2) spectrum is J" =3, I" =2 I. An immediate check of the consistency of the rotational assignment can be made by verifying that the three I" = 0 levels follow the energy level formula E= To+ BJ(J + 1) and that the two I" =2 I levels have the same rotational constant as the three I" =0 levels. A comparison of the relative intensities in each of the three spectra to rotational intensity calculations provides a second check. Higher J levels were assigned similarly by term value coincidences, extrapolation, and rotational intensities, and term values for all allowed rotational transitions are listed in Table II. Excited bending levels which differ only by l.6.l t l =2 perturb each other by the J-dependent rotational-Iresonance interaction. In the signed-I-basis, the offdiagonal matrix elements for rotational-I-resonance are (13) where V is calculated from Eq. (13) Table III for all observed transitions.
VII. VIBRATIONAL ANALYSIS
All ~: vibrational levels predicted to lie within 200 cm -1 of the region sampled by SEP are listed in Table III along with their zero-order rotational constants predicted from Eq. (5). Combination states nV2 + 2mv4 are expected to be Franck-Condon bright due to the large change in geol!!etrx along the CC stretch and trans-bend coordinates on A --+ X emission from K' = L (The restriction to even quanta of the trans-bend arises from the 6..K = ± 1 "rotational" propensity rule.) When we began this analysis, we thought it possible that states with one or two quanta of v;', the symmetric CH stretch, w.Qul<!.. also be Franck-.
Condon bright by analogy to the A <-X absorption spectrum.21 It will be shown below (Sec. X) that this is not so. bFitted rotational constants for 1"=0 and 2 components were constrained to be equal. "Intensity interference effects were too weak to experimentally determine the signs of the rotational-Iresonance constants for the (0,0,1,5,1) and (0,3,0,2,0) levels.
Condon bright (1, 0, 0, 6, 0) level or the nominally dark (0, 1, 0, 6, 2) level [appearing through DD resonance with (0, 1, 0, 8, 0) ] is a plausible assignment. The rotational constant for the levels at 7020 em -I is slightly larger than that for the 7120 em-I levels [the agreement within experimental error with the zero-order rotational constant for (0,1,0,6,2) reported in Ref.
19 was apparently fortuitous], which suggests that at least one member of the (0,1,0,6,2) set of cis-bend excited levels is present since (1,0,0,6,0) can account for at most one of the two pairs of levels. The key to the vibrational assignment is the detection and identification of two more I" =2 levels than I" =0 levels (the e and f parity components of an /" =2 level are not counted separately). If only one degenerate bending vibration is excited, the number of observed I" =0 levels must equal or exceed the number of I" =2 levels. Since the rotational intensity factors are stronger for transitions to l" =0 levels from the A IAu K' = 1 intermediates used in the SEP experiment, the observation of "extra" /" =2 levels is strong evidence that combination levels with simultaneous excitation of both the trans and cis degenerate bending vibrations appear in the spectrum. However, the (0,1,0,6,2) set of levels, consisting of (0,1,0,6±2,2'F2)~, (0,1,0,6°,2°)°, (0,1,0,6 2 ,2°)2, (0,1,0,6°,2 2 )2, and (0,1,0,6 4 ,2-2 )2 levels, yields only one extra 1"=2 level. between 1=0 levels and 1=2e parity levels measures the rotational-Iresonance interaction, indicating that the 1=0 and 1=2 levels differ by 2 quanta of vibrational angular momentum in a highly excited bending mode.
The observation of two "extra" I" =2 levels is strong evidence that another set of nominally dark levels with simultaneous excitation of both the trans and cis degenerate bending vibrations also appears in the spectrum. From Table IV , the (0,1,0,6,2) and (0,0,1,5,1) sets of levels are the only sets with simultaneous excitation in both trans and cis-bending predicted to lie within 100 cm-I of the observed levels. (0,0,1,5,1) has one 'l:: I" =0 sublevel,
(0,0,1,5±\rrl)~, and two I" =2 sublevels, (0,0,1,5\1 1 )2 and (0,0,1,5 3 ,1-1 )2, which can steal intensity from (0,1,0,6,2) via the well characterized aV3= -aV2= -aV4 =~avs=± 1, a/ 4 = -a/ s = ± 1 "2345" Fermi resonance which perturbs the v3 fundamental. 39 Together, the (0,1,0,6,2) and (0,0,1,5,1) sets of levels can account for two extra I" =2 levels. We have assigned the level at 7081 cm-I as (0,0,1,5±\l 'l'1)~ based on the vibrational band origin and rotational constant. The (0,0,1,5,1) and (0,1,0,6,2) groups account for all of the remaining SEP transitions in Table III. For the levels (0,1,0,8,0) and (0,3,0,2,0) the level shifts due to rotational-I-resonance can be accurately predicted by a slight refinement of Pllva's spectroscopic constants. 22 An intensity interference effect between I" =0 and I" = 2e levels has allowed us to determine independently that the rotational-I-resonance matrix elements are also positive, as predicted, for the 6958 cm-I levels (the interference effect is too weak to observe for the 7034 cm-I levels).46 Since we can predict both the magnitude and sign of rotational-I-resonance matrix elements for levels not involved in vibration-I-resonance, we have confidence they are a reliable diagnostic for vibrational assignment. Even for levels involved in vibrational-I-resonance, the magnitude of the rotational-I-resonance constant Qv often suggests assignment of the change in I" between I" =0 and I" =2 as predominantly due to I:: or 1'5. For instance, the rotational-I-resonance for the (0,1,0,6,2) levels at 7020 cm -I indicates a I M::I = 2 interaction. The explicit v:: ,vs scaling of these interaction matrix elements is of both diagnostic and dynamical importance.
In particular, the rotational-I-resonance interaction constant between the I" =0 and I" =2 levels at 7120 cm- (1,0,0,6,0) assignment, the a/ 4 =2 rotational-I-resonance with v4 = 6 should be quite large, similar to that in the levels near 7020.53 cm-I . Instead, the rotational-/-resonance is quite small, similar to that in the levels (0,3,0,2,0)°,2, near 7034.59 cm-\ which have a/ 4 =2 with V4 = 2. Since v4.' = 6 and Vs = 2 for the (0,1,0,6,2) assignment, the (0,1,0,6,2) assignment allows a small a/ s =2 rotational-I-resonance similar to that in (0,3,0,2,0); i.e., the Vs I-resonance in (0,1,0,6,2) can be smaller by a factor of q~ ~2X4Iqr~6X8 than the v4/-resonance in (1,0,0,6,0) . Comparisons of the reduced term plots for (0,3,0,2,0), (0,1,0,6±2,±4,2'1'2)0,2, (0,1,0,~,20,±2)0,2 in Figs. 1,2 , and 3 or tIle Qv in Table III We give the matrices describing the vibrational interactions among the observed levels below. The I" = ° matrix has been simplified by transforming it to the parity basis,
where it splits into 'l:: and 'l:i blocks. The 'l:: and 'l:g blocks are coupled to the I" =2e and f blocks, respectively, by rotational-I-resonance, but we have effectively treated this interaction separately in our preliminary fits. It must be kept in mind that the observed levels are coupled to unobserved states by the same set of interactions given by Eqs. (6)- (9). For example, the (0,1,0,6,2) levels are coupled to (0,1,0,4,4) levels by DD resonance, the (0,1,0,4,4) levels are coupled to (0,0,1,3,3) by Fermi resonance, and the (0,0,1,5,1) levels are also coupled to (0,0,1,3,3) by DD resonance. All the above groups of levels have vibrational-I-doubling and resonance interactions and are further coupled by Fermi and DD resonance to other unobserved levels. To lowest order, the constants K 234S , S4S, etc. coupling the unobserved levels by Eqs. (6)- (9) are identical with those coupling the observed levels, and are assumed here to have the same magnitude. The slight differences which arise in higher orders of perturbation theory have been discussed by PHva 22 and Herman and co-workers.
33
The l" =0, 'l:: block is The overall pattern of energy levels is qualitatively consistent with diagonalization of a complete FermiiDD/ vibrational-i-resonance Hamiltonian (including all coupled levels, not just the observed levels) using literature values for the Fermi-resonance 39 and vibrational-lresonance constants 22 and a Darling-Dennison constant I S451 ;::::: 10 em -I deduced from the dispersed fluorescence intensities. 15 The vibrational couplings between the observed I" = ° levels are diagrammed in detail in Fig. 2 of Ref.
19. AIl!" =0 levels interacting with the observed levels by the resonances discussed here are shown schematically in Fig. 4 . In these calculations, the levels assigned as (0,1,0,6,2) at 7120 and 7020 em-I correlate to unperturbed (0,1,0,6°,2°,2)°,2 and (0,1,0,6 2 .4,2-2 )°,2 basis states, respectively, although the 1~15 labels lose some of their meaning due to the vibrational-I-resonance. This mixing of the 1~/5 labels may explain why the rotational-I-resonance constants for the (0,1,0,6,2) levels differ somewhat from those predicted by Eq. (13) and Eq. (15).
VIII. VIBRATIONAL DEPENDENCE OF g44
The effective g44 constant which determines the /" = 0,7 splitting for a level with no cis-bend excitation is given by g44elf=g~+ ~YrVi+'" . J" = 6, l" =2 I (9492.60 cm -I) were observed under the (0,3,0,6,0) dispersed fluorescence peak. 18 The rotational constant Bu:::::: 1.162(3) can be estimated from the separation between J" =4, I" =2 I and J" =6, I" =2 I, since the I parity component of l" =2 does not interact with lIt =0 and the interaction with lIt =41 will be weak. This estimate agrees within error with the zero-order Bu= 1.1655(2) cm-I predicted by Eq. (5). The observed splitting between J"=5, l"=O and J"=5, 1"=2e is -2.53(3) cm-I, some of which is due to rotational-I-resonance and some of which is due to g44 • Using Eq. (13) and the literature 33 eff value for Q4, we expect an off-diagonal matrix element of 0.371 cm-I between J" =5, I" =2e and J" =5, I" =0. We may use this matrix element and the observed splitting to obtain a deperturbed splitting of -2.42 cm -I = (g44 eff -Bu)P, yielding g44 eff = 0.557(7) cm-I, in excellent agreement with our predicted value. Since the rotational term values for the J" = 5 levels (in addition to the splitting) are predicted accurately, we list the band origins: (90) cm- (0, 3, 0, 6, 0) . This is the first observation 01 a systematic effect due to stretching vibration on the I-splittjng constants lor acetylene. Rao and co-workers 51 have observed appreciable (:::::: 1 cm -I) splittings between two pairs of transitions in the 1.5 J.L region: (1,0,1,0,2 2 )2<-(0,0,0,0,2 2 )2 and (1,0,1,0,2°)° <-(0,0,0,0,2°)°;
(1,0,1,2 2 ,0)2 <-(0,0,0,2 2 ,0)2 and (1,0,1,2°,0)°<-(0,0,0,2°,0)°. This indicates either an undetected perturbation or that the effective values of g44 and g55 depend on Vt' or vr (or both) . Recently, Rao and co-workers 52 have also reported effective values of g45 and r45 for (1,0,0,1,1) and g55 for (1,0,0,0,2) which deviate substantially from the constants obtained from states without CH stretch excitation. Every observed stretch excited state has effective I-splitting constants which differ substantially Irom those lor states without stretch excitation. Although the effective I-splitting constants reported by Rao are based on only one CH stretch excited level, considered along with our observation of a large systematic effect due to CC stretching, they indicate that all three stretching vibrations have a large effect on the bending anharmonicities which produce the I-splitting (the I-splitting is identically zero if the bending vibration is harmonic). This means that the spectroscopic constants which determine the I-splittings in the stretch excited levels observed in the SEP spectrum cannot be reliably fixed at the values determined from levels without stretch excitation, and need to be separately determined.
Unfortunately, this dependence of the I-splitting constants on stretch excitation increases the number of vibrational spectroscopic constants expected to be important for a physically meaningful characterization of the observed levels. Since the number of vibrational levels observed in this work is the same as the number of physically meaningful vibrational spectroscopic constants, it is not possible to accurately determine all the spectroscopic constants without introducing additional data or constraining Some constants to p~viously reported values. SEP spectra from the perturbed A 3v3 level should access Vs = 4, and in combination with hot band PUMPed SEP from K' =3 to I" =4 should allow a complete deperturbation of the SEP spectrum in this region.
Strey and Mills 30 encountered a difficulty in their construction of a general quadratic + cubic + quartic force field for acetylene from the available spectroscopic constants. The harmonic force field was reasonably well determined from the available spectroscopic constants for the various isotopomers. However, the values of the spectroscopic constants at and (x tt + 3g tt ) for HCCH and DCCD, which depend only on the two cubic constants kltt and k 2tP were not isotopically consistent for either bending vibration v t ' (t=4 or 5). Recent reanalysis of the bending levels of both HCCH and DCCD by Herman and co-workers 33 still leaves a substantial isotopic discrepancy. Since it seems plausible that the correction from zero-point to equilibrium stretching excitation (which depends on unknown quintic and higher potential terms) will change the gtt constants by more than 20% in HCCH, one might hope (6)- (9)] at modest vibrational excitation. that these stretching zero-point corrections will resolve the troubling isotopic discrepancy noted by Strey and Mills.
IX. ASSIGNMENT OF THE DF SPECTRUM
All higher members of the V2 ,v:{ progressions that include the (0,1,0,6,2) level in the dispersed fluorescence spectrum can now be firmly assigned as (0,v 2 ,O,v:{ ,2) appearing through strong DD resonance with [0,V2 ,0, (v:: + 2),0]. Since a strong DD bending resonance is now firmly established, it is possible to extend the DF assignments to slightly higher energy. In the DF spectrum, the levels (0,v 2 ,O,v:: ,2), which lie above the levels (6) and (7), bright features with high values of V4 will undergo stronger DD resonances than features with low v4' and may therefore be expected to transfer intensity to higher values of vs, especially since the "unperturbed" resonating levels (0,v2,0,2n,0), (0,v2,0,(2n -2) ,2) '" (0,V2 ,0,0,2n) are converging as v:{ increases. As mentioned in our prior paper, IS when these groups of DD resonating levels invert, the intensities will be profoundly affected and the separate v:{ ,vs quantum numbers wi11lose their meaning.
Plausible assignments of unassigned features observed in the DF spectrum below 14000 cm-I are listed in Table   V . In all cases except the (v2,vb) [vb = (v:{ + vs)] = (1,18) feature, the assignments to the low cis-bend excitation levels (v 2 ,v:{ ,0) and (V2 ,v:{ ,2) had already been suggested in Ref. 15 , so that these assignments are just an extension of the DD resonance suggested there. Except for (0, 2, 0, 6, 6) , all the assignments in Table V are V2 ,v4' ,uS) labels are more properly regarded as energy indices. For vb > 14, the calculated intensities suggest that the lowest observed level is not necessarily the lowest member of the interacting tier to which it belongs, and assignments within a tier may be meaningless (even as energy indices) for vb > 14. What is important is that all of the 50 DF features below 14000 cm-I can be securely assigned to (CC stretch, trans-bend) combinations and their DD resonance partners.
The extra I" = 2 levels observed by Chen et al. 53 are noW explained Ey the vibrational-I-resonance among states with excitation of both degenerate bending vibrations reported here. All of the 11 vibrational states observed in the region between 9400 and 9700 em -1 by Abramson et al. 18 can be accounted for if it is assumed that the IVR mechanism observed here for the (0,1,0,8,0) state is exactly replicated for the (0,1,0,12,0) state, as is suggested by the analysis of the dispersed fluorescence spectrum. 15 Up to 18000 cm-I, states with vb <; 18, which exhibit intensity/ splitting patterns closely resembling those of assigned features with the same Vb quantum number below 14000 em-I, account for the bulk of the DF intensity. Although the DF spectrum above 18000 cm-1 is qualitatively consistent with the IVR mechanism observed here and we can place upper bounds on the IVR rate from the width of the features, 15 we cannot rule out the appearance of new resonances above 18 000 cm -lor for states with vb > 20. However, it seems possible that the resonances elucidated here scale with vibrational quantum numbers in the fairly simple fashion characteristic of the lowest order terms in the Hamiltonian over the entire energy range accessible by SEP.
X. CH STRETCH FRANCK-CONDON FACTORS
Because of the change in CH bond length on A --+ X emission, it was assumed by Abramson et al. 18 in their discussion of the emission spectrum of acetylene that one or two quanta of vi would have appreciable FranckCondon intensity and should appear in the spectrum. This plausible but untested assumption that the states initially prepared by SEP have CH stretch excitation has pervaded most studies of the subsequent dynamics of the initially prepared state. Nevertheless, we have shown here that all of the 50 features observed below 14000 cm-1 in the dispersed A --+X fluorescence spectrum of acetylene can be satisfactorily accounted for as Franck-Condon bright states (v2'v:{) and nominally dark states [v2,vb = (v:{ + vs)] appearing through DD resonance. There are no apparent progressions built on vi over the range 5 700 to 14 000 cm-1 in a DF spectrum with a 1001"01d range of detectable Signals. Furthermore, the state (1,0,0,6,0) has not been detected in the SEP spectra near 7000 em -1 despite an estimated 500-fold range of detectable SEP signals. We present here a calculation which makes the absence of progressions built on vi' p1aus!!'le._ The absence of CH stretch excitation in acetylene A --+X emission is entirely l!.,nal2Sous to the absence of CH stretch excitation in the A -> X emission spectrum of the isoelectronic molecule HCN. 54
The basic idea of our calculation is that the normal mode vi' consists of a simultaneous extension of both CH bonds and a contraction of the CC bond (Ref. 5, p. 181) , so that .the increases in both the CH and CC bond lengths in the A state may cancel in the normal coordinate displacement, thus eliminating Franck-Condon excitation of vi'. Neglecting the Duschinsky effect, the harmonic Franck-Condon factors can be calculated from the known hartll.onic fr~quencies w? ,wi, the equilibrium geometries of the A and X states, and the normal £oordinate q? of the ground state. 55 We do not expect the A -state trans-bending vibration to significantly stretch the CC or CH bonds, so that neglect of th.e Duschinsky effect seems reasonable for emission from A-state levels with no stretching excitation. 56 We therefore ass!!.me the CH stretch progressions in emission spectra from A-state levels with only tran!-bend excitation are determined by th~ geometry of the A state and the normal modes of the X state, and are not very sensitive to the form of the CH stretch normal mode in the A state. 57 . The X state stretching normal modes are calculated from the harmonic force field of Strey and MiIIs30 using the normal mode analysis of Shaffer and Nielsen. 58 Let SR denote the displacement of the CC bond length from equilibrium, and Sri' tir2 denote the displacements of CH bonds 1 and 2, respectively, then the normal mode displacements are given by
where a and {3 are defined by Eq. (7) of Ref. 58, m is the atomic mass of hydrogen and M is the atomic mass of carbon. Note that we have defined the normal coordinates in terms of bond lengths rather than Cartesian coordinates defined by the Eckart condition. The reason for this is that the bending vibrations of molecules are often nearly changes in bond angles alone without any significant change in bond length. Of course, the choice of coordinates in which the normal modes are defined is immaterial in an exact calculation, but it is essential that the coordinates make the motion separable for an approximate harmonic calculation to be useful. The use of bond length and bond angle coordinates for large amplitUde vibrations has been advocated by Pliva, who called them "valence force coordinates,,,59 and the use of similar coordinates apparently dates back at least to Mecke's 
where p = (wi/w?), q is the displacement in dimensionless normal coordinates, and R( -1,0) =0.-Using w? = 3496cm-I, wi = 3040.6cm-I,21 andq= -0.18, emission to v? = 1 should have 2(pq)2/(l+p) 2=O.015(2) of . the intensity of emission to vi' = 0, and emission to v? = 2 should be down another factor of 4. An entirely similar calculation predicts maximum emission at v; = 5 in the CC stretch progression, which may be compared to the experimental maximum at v; = 3 (i.e., the calculated v; progression is longer than observed). We make no claim that this simple calculation is quantitatively accurate, but if the intensity estimate were £orr£ct, the apparent absence of CH stretch excitation in A -> X dispersed fluorescence spectra would be explained: progressions built on v?;#O would be at least a factor of 60 weaker than those built on v? = 0.
For the (1,0,0,6,0) level, which we did not observe in our SEP spectra, we may estimate the Franck-Condon factor relative to (0, 1, 0, 8, 0) as follows. The intensity of emission to (0, 0, 0, 6, 0) can be estimated from the DF intensities for (0,1,0,6,0), (0,2,0,6,0), (0,3,0,6,0), and (0,4,0,6,0) in Table I of Ref. 15 and the calculated Franck-Condon factors for the CC stretch. We obtain the intensity ratio 1 (0,1,0,8,0):1(0,0,0,6,0) ;:::: 10:1, so the expected intensity ratio 1 (0,1,0,8,0):1(1,0,0,6,0) is about 600: L -Because the calculated CC stretch Franck-Condon progresSion is longer than the observed progression, this calculation is likely to overestimate the intensity of (1, 0, 0, 6, 0) . Since we have estimated a 500-fold range of detectable SEP intensities in our spectra,19 this calculation shows that the undetected (1,0,0,6,0) level is not expected to have enough intensity to appear in our SEP spectra.
XI. IVR PATHWAY
We show here that the resonances discussed in Sec.
VII, when combined with a resonance found in the overtone spectrum,16 couple every vibrational level of g symmetry to an SEP bright state (0,v2,0,v4,0) . In spite of this, we also demonstrate a number of restrictive rules for IVR (VI' V2' +v3· (0, +1,  via these anharmonic resonances. Thus at high enough energy, restricted IVR should make it possible to observe all states of a given symmetry by SEP.
A. Observation of the complete density of states
Consider an arbitrary state (V1>V2,V3 'V~ ,v; = -26.v2 = ~ 6.V4 = ± 2 Fermi resonance) also leads to the latter conclusion as well, but does not yield coupling between levels with odd VI and SEP bright states.
B. Resonance vectors and good quantum numbers
Fried and Ezra have shown that for polynomial Hamiltonians, a resonance vector analysis 66 is a useful way 0, 0) to identify all the exact quantum numbers. This approach has been applied by Kellman and co_workers 67 , 68 to the resonances observed in the overtone spectrum of acetylene. However, their analysis did not include the vibrational angular momenta, the Darling-Dennison bend resonance reported here, or the vibrational-l-r~on~ce, all of which play an important role in acetylene A ..... X emission spectra.
In a resonance vector analysis, the set of quantum numbers is written as a vector (VI, V2, v3, v4, l4, vs, lS) and v:: on a timescale of a few hundred femtoseconds. However, the strongest resonances obey some interesting rules. These rules are local restrictions on the short time dynamics which are not necessarily obvious from the approximate quantum numbers representing global restrictions on the short time dynamics. For the purposes of illustrating these rules, we use (V 2 , V4') to denote the vibrational quantum numbers of the initial zero-order Franck-Condon bright state, and the standard normal mode quantum numbers for the eigenstates coupled to a single ( V 2 , V4') bright state by the strong resonances listed above [Eq. (20) ]. These local, short time IVR restrictions follow: (i) A normal mode state coupled to one bright state ( V 2 , V4' ) is not coupled to any other since V 2 = n; and V4' = n;~ -3n;' are conserved. (ii) None of the resonances can increase vb = (v4' + vn so that it becomes greater than V4'. (iii) Since every resonance which destroys two bending quanta also destroys one CC stretching quantum, the number of destroyed bending quanta (V4' -vb) cannot be greater than 2 V 2 . A corollary of rule (iii) is that pure trans-bending overtones are decoupled from the stretching states for short times. (iv) Combining rules (ii) and (iii), the total bending excitation is bounded both above and below V4' ;> vb ;> (V:: -2 V 2 ). These are clearly severe restrictions on the accessible range of quantum numbers (phase space) that the initial bright state explores during the first few hundred femtoseconds. In particular, each vibrational state is coupled to only one bright state by IVR on this time scale. The range of quantum numbers accessed by the short time dynamics varies drastically with V 2 and V4'. For instance, states with V4' = 2 V 2 = 4n (where n is an integer) can couple to the states v3' = 2n which appear as hot bands from Vs in the overtone spectrum! This is the first contact between acetylene states observed by SEP and states observed by CH overtone spectra. Excitation of the CC stretch promotes bend-stretch coupling for the highly excited bending states discussed here. All of the bend-stretch coupling in the overtone spectrum also involves the CC stretch. 16 Evidently, CC stretch excitation is almost universally required for strong bendstretch coupling, and acts almost as an on-off switch for IVR in acetylene.
XII. DISCUSSION
Kellman has noted the surprising fact that all but one of the 12 resonances identified, but not quantitatively treated, by Smith and Winn 16 in the overtone spectrum above 10 000 cm ~ 1 preserve both approximate vibrational -quantum numbers n;' al1d n:es (by definition, "vibrational" resonances cannot alter the "rotational" quantum number 1,,).32 Furthermore, Kellman points out that there is reason to question the one resonance which does not preserve these quantum numbers. This remarkable observation might be most simply explained by noting that within the perturbation theory or contact transformation framework traditional in molecular spectroscopy, sums and differences of resonance vectors are also resonance vectors in higher orders of the theory. (In contrast to approximate quantum numbers, noninteger multiples of resonance vectors are not necessarily resonance vectors.) It is possible that many resonances are caused by a much smaller number of coupling terms in the potential energy.
Physically,!he sum (difference) of two resonance vectors corresponds to an indirect coupling between two states through an intermediate level. Such couplings can often be quantitatively treated using standard Van Vleck (contact) transformations. Indirect couplings which correspond to the sum of two resonance vectors have a "normal" dependence on the vibrational quantum numbers [e.g., if Vi increases by n units, the off-diagonal matrix element is proportional to ~(Vi+ 1) (Vi+2) ··· (Vi+n) ], but the apparent resonance constants can be calculated from the direct coupling constants and the position of the intermediate level.
Indirect resonances corresponding to the difference of two resol!ance vectors have a higher order dependence on the vibrational quantum numbers than one would naively expect [possibly including a dependence on un-changed vibrational quantum numbers, e.g., Eq. (13)], but the resonance constants can again be calculated.
Thus the simplest explanantion for the wealth of resonances in the overtone spectrum at high energy is that most of the resonances are indirect. With the exception of the 4Llvi = 2Llv3 = -LlV2 = -2LlV4 = ± 4 resonance, questioned by Kellman, all of the resonance vectors for the resonances in Table V of the paper by Smith and Winn 16 may be written as sums and differences of the resonance vectors in Eq. (20) and the resonance vector (-1,1,0,2,0,0,0) of the 2Llvi = -2Llv2= -LlV4= ±2 Fermi resonance. Thus only one additional direct resonance due to a coupling term in the Hamiltonian is required to explain the resonances found by Smith and Winn (there may, of course, be more than one). Since the levels involved in the resonances listed in Table V By analogy to classical mechanics, we believe the approximate quantum number n;~, which at first seems trivial, is especially significant for IVR. The approximate quantum number n~ may be viewed as a reflection of the fact that for all the strong resonances discussed above, the five normal mode frequencies are in the ratio 5:3:5:1:1. Classically, when the oscillation frequency depends on the amplitude (nonlinear oscillations) it is possible to have resonances with different frequency ratios between the same two modes and the overlapping of resonances with different frequency ratios is a frequently applied criterion for chaos (Chirikov's overlapping resonances).70,71 Classically, sequential resonances with the same frequency ratios between different modes lead to much slower exchange of energy between modes (Arnold diffusion).72 By analogy, n;~ may represent a particularly significant impediment to IVR, since it not only limits the accessible phase space but also reduces the rate of phase space exploration (see Ref. 28, . Since the vibrational frequencies are known to change significantly for the vinylidene isomer, the onset of acetylene-vinylidene isomerization 73 at EVIB'Z 16000 cm -I may increase the IVR rate by causing resonances with different frequency ratios to appear.
It is not clear whether the splitting of DF features in the SEP spectrum ..reflects intrinsically complex vibrational dynamics of the X state or simply the difference between the Franck-Condon bright normal modes and the "natural dynamical variables" (Le., angles conjugate to conserved actions) of the highly vibrationally excited ground state. The intensity of a transition to a given vibrational level in the SEP experiment is approximately determined by its Franck-Condon bright normal mode character. If the . ground state dynamics is more appropriately described by some other simple model, the quantum numbers of that model may be perfectly good, but the intensity in the SEP experiment will still be distributed according to the normal mode character.
The "ibron II).odel of Iachello and co-workers treats the resonances between the bending vibrations with a remarkably small number of parameters,74 and may be an important step in simplifying the physical picture of interactions between the bending vibrations, which are certainly complex in the normal mode basis. Although the observed small I" =0,2 spIittings for the levels in vibrational-Iresonance are obtained from calculations using the matrices in Sec. VII, we did not intuitively expect them from the form of the matrices for I" =0 and 2 in Sec. VII. The "obvious" explanation as small "local rotor" splittings in a nearly harmonic "local bender" picture appears to conflict with the available potential surface. 75
The elucidation of the next steps in the vibrational energy flow which follow the strong resonances discussed above is obviously an important task. The observation that each normal mode state is only coupled to one FranckCondon bright state would have a very specific spectroscopic signature if it were to hold for the long time dynamics: the relative intensities of the SEP peaks under an isolated Franck-Condon bri~ht state would not depend on the vibrational level of the A state used as the SEP intermediate. 76 SEP spectra of a single Franck-Condon bright state, recorded from two different A-state vibrational levels, could probe the extent to which this rule that vibrational energy does not flow between zero-order bright states breaks down at lo~ times: If two such SEP spectra recorded from different A-state vibrationalleve1s exhibited nearly identical relative intensities for all the transitions under a feature in both spectra, it would prove that the vibrational motion is largely localized in a small region of phase space, even for the long time dynamics.
XIfI. CONCLUSION
The resommces found here play an important role in redistributing_theJniti~J CC stretchltrans-beI).d exqitatiPtl prepared by A --.X emission over the other vibrational degrees of freedom. It is clearly iptportant to obtain precise values of the anharmonic coupling constants which appear in the off-diagonal matrix elements. This would enable simple scaling predictions of the energy flow rates and pathways in the spectrum at higher energy and would be useful in determining the potential surface. 77 A failure of simple scaling would be symptomatic of a change in the dynamics (e.g., a new IVR pathway, the appearance oflocal modes). Two efforts along this direction are proposed. The observation of I" =4 levels is IYossible using the securely assigned two. The dominant energy flow path requires the DD resonance to transfer excitation from the trans-bend to the cis-bend before coupling to the other vibrational modes sets in, but this flow to the other modes apparently requires CC stretch excitation. On the short time scales dominated by the resonances studied here, the vibrational energy flow seems to obey some very restrictive rules, and at least three approximate constants of the motion exist for the shorttime dynamics. The picture presented here provides a qualitatively coherent picture of the short time vibrational dynamics in acetylene over the entire energy range sampled by the dispersed fluorescence spectra. A quantitative test of the simple scaling of resonance interactions described here will involve fitting the anharmonic resonances over the entire DF spectrum, and may reveal some surprises, since the vibrational quantum numbers are much higher and weak resonances which are not apparent here may cause noticeable effects. Bearing in mind that the a;2 are reproduced exactly, the calculated at constants are better than we have any right to expect [they are closer to experiment than both Strey and Mills' calculation (Ref. 30 ) and the recent calculations by Bramley et al. (Ref. 45) ]. Based on the discussion in Sec. VIII, this might be attributed to contamination of the g~, constants (but not the at constants) by quintic and higher terms in the potential, but it could be simply a fortuitous cancellation of errors in rectilinear normal coordinates.
